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Abstract

on its neighbours’ decision. In addition, we propose to use
hybrid approaches that mix weighted and traditional variables/agents allowing us to explore a frontier of solutions
that trade off accuracy in a final state with a high rate of finding a Nash equilibrium early during the computation. We believe that this approach can be seen as a first step of adding
a measure of probability of convergence for each variable in
local-iterative-algorithms allowing them to explore frontiers
of solutions based on the trade-offs in the application area.
We evaluate the algorithms and we empirically show that
there is a trade-off between the speed of convergence and
the solution quality and we explore its frontier by using algorithms that switch between the classical and the ranked
strategy, and weighted combinations of two algorithms.

We present a variation of the classical Distributed Stochastic
Algorithm (DSA), a local iterative best-response algorithm
for Distributed Constraint Optimization Problems (DCOPs).
We introduce weights for the agents, which influence their
behaviour. We model DCOPs as graph processing problems,
where the variables are represented as vertices and the constraints as edges. This enables us to create the Ranked DSA
(RDSA), where the choice of the new state is influenced by
the vertex rank as computed by a modified Page Rank algorithm. We experimentally show that this leads to a better
speed of convergence to Nash Equilibria. Furthermore, we
explore the trade-off space between average utility and convergence to Nash Equilibria, by using algorithms that switch
between the DSA and RDSA strategies and by using heterogeneous graphs, with vertices using strategies in different proportions.

Related Work
Distributed Constraint Optimization Problems

Introduction

Adapting Chapman et al.’s (Chapman et al. 2011) notation,
a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) consists of: a set of
variables {v1 , ..., vn }, a set of domains {D1 , ..., Dn } from
which each variable vi is allowed to take a value si ∈ Di ,
and a set of constraints c1 , ..., cm over subsets of the variables, which all need to be satisfied by an assignment of values to the set of variables.
A Constraint Optimization Problem (COP) (Schiex et al.
1995) assigns a utility function for the satisfaction or violation of each constraint uck (sck ) with the given values sck
of the variables vck over which the constraint was defined.
The goal is to find the variable assignment that will maximize the global utility function, typically
Pdefined as the sum
of utilities over all constraints ug (s) = k∈1..m uck (s).
A Distributed Constraint Satisfaction Problem (DCSP)
(Yokoo et al. 1992) is produced when each variable is controlled by an agent. Analogously, a Distributed Constraint
Optimization Problem (DCOP) shares the same characteristic as a DCSP with the added utility functions defined for
COPs. As (Chapman et al. 2011) underline, we can thus
define a private utility function ui for each agent i, which
will depend on the satisfaction of all constraints in which the
variable vi (controlled by the agent i) is involved, typically
the sum of utilities over all these mentioned constraints.
Thus, the private utility of the agent will depend on its own
state (the value of its variable) and on the states of all neigh-

Many real-world tasks can be modeled as constraint optimization problems (COPs). To ensure scalability and avoid
other major drawbacks of centralized solutions, such as
the need to fully disclose all constraints and variable assignments, distributed constraint optimization (DCOP) approaches have been proposed, where the information about
and control over each variable is local. As complete DCOP
approaches are exponential, most practical applications prefer approximate local iterative algorithms to reach a locally
optimal and sufficiently good solution: approximate bestresponse algorithms are one such class, the other one being
message-passing algorithms (Chapman et al. 2011). Since
these algorithms are focused on finding good solutions they
forgo other goals such as the speed of convergence, which is
especially relevant in time-critical applications.
In this paper we present a variation of the classical Distributed Stochastic Algorithm (DSA), which significantly
improves the rate of finding a Nash equilibrium. Our method
is based on using computed weights for the agents, which
give the agent a “strength” dependent on the size of the area
that includes it and in which there are no conflicts (computed
via a modified version of PageRank (Page et al. 1999)). An
agent’s strength is then used as a measure of its influence
Copyright c 2014, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.
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Based on this framework, (Chapman et al. 2011) provides an
overview of the most important approximate best-response
algorithms. From this category, we will focus on the Distributed Stochastic Algorithm.

boring agents. The neighborhood relation is defined between
two agents for which there exists a constraint over a subset
that contains both their variables.
One of the key results in (Chapman et al. 2011) is the
proof that DCOPs can be formulated as team games, a subset
of potential games.

The Distributed Stochastic Algorithm
The Distributed Stochastic Algorithm (DSA) (Tel 2000)
originates from the computer science literature and is one of
the baseline algorithms usually used for evaluation. Our implementation (Algorithm 1) comprises the modified B variant presented by (Arshad and Silaghi 2003), DSA-B. Compared to the original algorithms presented by (Zhang, Wang,
and Wittenburg 2002) these modifications randomly choose
a maximizing state when multiple ones exist.
The state evaluation target function first finds a candidate
state candState from the possible values s the agent i can
choose at time t that maximize the function Ui , given the
fixed states of the neighbors s−i observed at time t − 1. The
decision rule then uses the difference between the utilities of
the candidate state and the past state.
DSA-B and DSA-B choose the candidate state over the
past state, with a given probability p, only when the candidate is strictly better than the past state or when it is as good
as the past state but there are still conflicts.
For shortness, we will from now on refer to DSA-B as
DSA.

Iterative Approximate Best-Response Algorithms
for DCOPs
(Chapman et al. 2011) categorize algorithms for DCOPs into
three main classes. The first one consists of distributed complete algorithms, where the global optimum is obtained for
the price of exponential complexity (either in the time of
processing for each agent or in the number or size of messages passed). The second and third ones are two types of local iterative algorithms. The local-iterative message-passing
algorithms have the characteristic that agents pass on information about their neighbors’ states.
The last class, the one which they approach in their article
and that we will focus on, are approximate best-response algorithms, where agents can only be aware of their immediate
neighbors’ states.
The authors identify algorithms that fit into the approximate best-response category, which come from both game
theory and computer science backgrounds. Based on the
demonstration that DCOPs can be formulated as potential
games, they prove that the algorithms from both literatures
are equivalent in functionality.
Furthermore, the same proof leads to the result that in
DCOPs, when using approximate best-response algorithms,
Nash equilibria will characterize the set of local optima and
that the global optimum will necessarily be a pure-strategy
Nash equilibrium. Thus, the authors conclude that this class
of algorithms can be used for solving DCOPs and, more generally, for finding Nash equilibria in potential games.
In (Chapman et al. 2011) and (Chapman, Rogers, and Jennings 2011), a unifying framework is proposed for iterative
approximate best-response algorithms used in DCOPs, regardless of the literature the algorithms were introduced in.
The framework decomposes the algorithms into three components, making them easily comparable and more pluggable, in order to create new hybrid algorithms. It contains:
the state evaluation, which consists of updating an
algorithm-specific target function to evaluate prospective states /todoi think the paragraph above is not clear
enough. updating a function?
the decision rule, which represents how the agent decides
which action to take next by using the already computed
target function from the state evaluation step; most algorithms use either stochastic functions, the argmax-A (the
agent necessarily keeps the previous state if it is one of the
maximizing states), or argmax-B (the agent randomly
selects one of the maximizing states) functions;
the adjustment schedule, which refers to the order in
which the agents execute their processes and is mostly
left unspecified, but it can either be parallel (purely parallel: also called flood, or parallel random: also called ”with
Inertia”), or preferential.

Algorithm 1 DSA (agent i, step t, degree of parallelism p)
candState := argmaxs6=si (t−1) Ui (s, s−i (t − 1))
currUtil := Ui [si (t − 1), s−i (t − 1)]
∆ := Ui [candState, s−i (t − 1)] − currUtil
if random(0, 1) < p then
if (∆ > 0 ∨ (∆ = 0 ∧ allConstraintsSatisfied) then
return candState
end if
end if
return si (t − 1)

DCOPs as graph processing problems
DCOPs can be modeled as graph-processing, vertex-centric
problems as follows: First, variables are represented as vertices; the neighborhood relationship is described by edges.
Thus, two vertices should have an edge between them if
there is a constraint that contains both their variables. Second, given that DCOP algorithms often employ an agentbased view where every variable is “guarded” by an agent
that ensures that its constraints are kept, it makes sense to
define the behavior of every agent within the function that
modifies the vertex state. The utility function of this “agent”
is dependent on the state of the adjacent vertices. Third,
agents signal their state to their neighbours via the edges.
Last, every vertex holds the list of all constraints it is part of,
and uses it to calculate values of the utility function specific
to each algorithm.
The adjustment schedule is modeled mainly by the choice
of a synchronous (for the flood schedule) execution mode.
In the case of the parallel random adjustment schedule,
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Algorithm 2 RDSA(agent i, step t, degree of parallelism p,
baseRank, damping factor d)
candState := argmaxs6=si (t−1) target(s, s−i (t − 1))
currExpectedUtil := target[si (t − 1), s−i (t − 1)]
∆ := target[candState, s−i (t − 1)] − currExpectedUtil
if random(0, 1) < p then
if (∆ > 0 ∨ (∆ = 0 ∧ allConstraintsSatisfied) then
rank = baseRank + d * allyRankSum(candState)
return candState, rank/neighboursN umber
end if
end if
rank = baseRank + d * allyRankSum(si (t − 1))
return si (t − 1), rank/neighboursN umber

the inertia mechanism can be introduced as part of the
decision rule. For preferential adjustment schedules such
as those used in the Maximum Gain Messaging algorithm
(Yokoo and Hirayama 1996) (Maheswaran, Pearce, and
Tambe 2006), the function would be implemented for the
two stages (when the vertex computes the gain it has from
changing strategy and when it changes its state if it has the
maximum gain out of all its neighbors). Messaging would
be done accordingly.
This mapping enables us to use additional graph algorithms to enhance the performance of local iterative bestresponse algorithms.

Ranked Distributed Stochastic Algorithm
By observing the way the coloring evolves for DSA we
found that the algorithms initially converge quickly to large,
conflict-less areas, with conflicts at their borders.As a consequence, our first hypothesis is that assigning some weights
to the agents that would correlate with the size and connectivity of the “peaceful” area they are part of and using
those weights in order to influence their neighbours’ decision making will help larger areas “win” over smaller areas
by pulling conflicted vertices into their area and lead to faster
convergence.
To compute the size of an area we decided to use a modified PageRank algorithm (Page et al. 1999) to iteratively
compute these weights, since it would convey not only the
size of the area, but also the connectivity, which in turn,
correlates with the number of constraints that area fulfills.
Specifically, in our case a vertex only receives votes from
the neighbours that are not in conflict with it. These peaceful zones should thus create support for the “border” area. In
our implementation, since the future state of the neighbours
is unknown, a vertex splits its rank for all its neighbours,
and, as it can be observed in Algorithm 2, the message it
sends to its neighbours comprises not only of its state, but
also the split rank.
An agent uses the ranks that are received from the neighbours for two purposes: the first is to compute the target
function in order to make a decision about the next action,
the second is recalculating its own rank, which will be split
between the neighbours during the next step.
The difference between DSA and RDSA lies mostly inside the target function. We define the allies as the neighbours that are not in conflict with the agent and the opponents as the neighbours that are in conflict with the agent.
The target function for an action is no longer the
utility of the action given the neighbours’ actions at
the previous step, but the difference between the total ranks received from the allies and the total ranks
that could have been received from the opponents:
target(s, s−i (t − 1)) = allyRankSum(s, s−i (t − 1))) −
opponentRankSum(s, s−i (t − 1))).
The ranks are recalculated at every step, but, unlike the
original PageRank algorithm, ranks are only received from
allied neighbours (i.e. neighbours that are not in conflict with
the vertex).

Switching Distributed Stochastic Algorithms
In our first pilot runs we observed that RDSA converged
faster but that DSA eventually achieved higher solution
quality. These observations propmpted us to examine if there
is a strategy of switching between the two algorithms such
that we obtain both faster convergence and higher solution
quality.
Algorithm 3 Switch-RDSA(agent i, step t, degree of parallelism p, baseRank, damping factor d, threshold step T ,
switching probability ps )
if (switched = F) ∧(t > T ) ∧ (random(0, 1) < ps ) then
switched := T
end if
if switched = F then
candState := argmaxs6=si (t−1) target(s, s−i (t − 1))
currExpUtil := target[si (t − 1), s−i (t − 1)]
∆ := target[candState, s−i (t − 1)] − currExpUtil
else
candState := argmaxs6=si (t−1) Ui (s, s−i (t − 1))
currUtil := Ui [si (t − 1), s−i (t − 1)]
∆ := Ui [candState, s−i (t − 1)] − currUtil
end if
if random(0, 1) < p then
if (∆ > 0 ∨ (∆ = 0 ∧ allConstraintsSatisfied) then
rank = baseRank + d * allyRankSum(candState)
return candState, rank/neighboursN umber
end if
end if
rank = baseRank + d * allyRankSum(si (t − 1))
return si (t − 1), rank/neighboursN umber
Specifically, we developed three types of algorithms that
switch their behaviour between DSA and RDSA.
The Switch algorithms (Algorithm 3) make the agents behave like RDSA until a given iteration step t, after which,
with a probability ps , the agent will switch to the original
DSA algorithm.
The Inverted Switch algorithms behave the same, but start
with the original DSA and then switch to RDSA.
The ranks are calculated and communicated to the neighbours regardless of the strategy.
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To prevent convergence to lower quality Nash equilibria
and to obtain a dynamic way of switching (since The Switch
and Inverted Switch variants need to be given the threshold iteration step in advance), we also propose the Dynamic
RDSA (4). An agent behaves as described by DSA when it
is in a local minimum of the ranked target function and as
described by RDSA when it is not. Dynamic RDSA could
help escape local minima if there are several actions for a
vertex which lead to the same maximum utility.
Figure 1: Coloring problem for an 8x8 grid.

Algorithm 4 Dynamic-RDSA(agent i, step t, degree of parallelism p, baseRank, damping factor d)
candState := argmaxs6=si (t−1) target(s, s−i (t − 1))
currExpectedUtil := target[si (t − 1), s−i (t − 1)]
∆ := target[candState, s−i (t − 1)] − currExpectedUtil
if ∆ = 0 then
candState := argmaxs6=si (t−1) Ui (s, s−i (t − 1))
currUtil := Ui [si (t − 1), s−i (t − 1)]
∆ := Ui [candState, s−i (t − 1)] − currUtil
end if
if random(0, 1) < p then
if (∆ > 0 ∨ (∆ = 0 ∧ allConstraintsSatisfied) then
rank = baseRank + d * allyRankSum(candState)
return candState, rank/neighboursN umber
end if
end if
rank = baseRank + d * allyRankSum(si (t − 1))
return si (t − 1), rank/neighboursN umber

The algorithms were all derived from the DSA-B and they
were implemented inside the graph processing framework
S IGNAL /C OLLECT (Stutz, Bernstein, and Cohen 2010).
We ran the algorithms synchronously for 100 steps and
measured, for each of them: The average global utility ratio
over iteration steps, the average end utility ratio, the average number of runs with an optimal solution, the average
conflict count at the end, the proportion of runs reaching a
Nash equilibrium and the average number of steps to the
first Nash equilibrium over the runs where the algorithms
did reach one, and the average number of vertices that are in
local minima. The utility ratios were computed such that the
maximum utility was considered to be when all constraints
were satisfied.
We ran each algorithm configuration 10 times on each
problem. The algorithms ran with the following parameters:
• The base rank was set to 0.15 and the damping factor to
0.85, for all runs.

Heterogeneous graphs

• DSA, RDSA, Dynamic RDSA with degrees of parallel
executions p = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8.

To further the investigation of the trade-off between high solution quality and fast convergence to a Nash equilibrium
beyond discrete switches, we also propose the usage of heterogeneous graphs that could enable the exploration of a
finer range over this trade-off. We can create heterogeneous
graphs by combining vertices that use one of two algorithms,
in a certain proportion. We choose to create combinations of
two between DSA, RDSA, and Dynamic Ranked DSA.

• Switch and InvertedSwitch: with degrees of parallel executions p = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 and switch thresholds:
10, 15, 20.
• The hybrid algorithms: the best performing algorithms
depending on the degree of parallelism, DSA(p = 0.6),
RDSA(p=0.5), Dynamic RDSA(p=0.4). We took combinations of 2 of them in different proportions = 0.1, 0.3,
0.5, 0.7, 0.9.

Experiments
So far we suggested modeling COPs as graph computations
and described the implementations of several variations of
the DSA algorithm involving the computation of ranks.
In this section we discuss the experiments that we ran in
order to compare the variations with the original algorithm
and our findings about the performance of the algorithms in
terms of solution quality and speed of convergence to a Nash
equilibrium.

Results
In our initial evaluation, comparing DSA and RDSA showed
that RDSA does converge faster, but the solution quality is
lower than the one found by DSA.
The explanation for this phenomenon lies in the fact that
after the regions stabilize, a border vertex might receive conflicting “instructions” from vertices of the strongest peaceful area surrounding it. In Figure 1, we see an 8x8 grid with
vertices neighbouring on the sides and diagonals. The figure
shows a 4-colouring of this grid, and heat maps for the ranks
and for the number of conflicts. Vertices in positions (5, 5)
and (5, 6) are in conflict, but they are both supported by the
same peaceful area.
Figure 2 focuses on the most important areas of the graphs
for DSA and RDSA over iteration steps. The first graph illustrates the number of vertices in local minima (where 40

Experimental Setup
To evaluate our algorithms we chose the vertex coloring
problem, which is typically used in the literature to benchmark DCOP algorithms. We evaluated on the 40-vertex
graphs from the Adopt repository.1 All 50 graphs have 3 colors, link densities 2 and 3. All constraints had utility 1.
1

http://teamcore.usc.edu/dcop/
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Figure 2: Focused view on the number of vertices in local minima and number of conflicts over iteration steps.

Limitations and future work

is the best outcome) and the second one the number of conflicts (where 0 is the best outcome). We show the two bestperforming degree of parallelism values: 0.5 and 0.6, for
both algorithms. The points of the graph are averages over
all the runs (50 problems and 10 runs for each problem).
We see how the RDSA algorithms converge much faster to
a Nash equilibrium, at around iteration 20, while the DSA
algorithms converge much slower, but to higher quality solutions. We also see that in the beginning, the number of conflicts drops slightly faster for RDSA with 0.5 degree of parallelism, and a crossover point for the two algorithms happens around the 15th iteration step.
This result led us to evaluate the Switching algorithms for
switch thresholds around the value of 15.
Figure 3 shows how the trade-off between utility ratio and
number of vertices in local minima evolves over time for
DSA, RDSA and two of the Switch algorithms. The several
data points for each category come from different degrees of
parallelism. We focus on the majority of data points at steps
5, 10, 30 and 100. We observe how RDSA starts with both
better solution quality and higher number of vertices in local
minima, but, over time, DSA gets better in terms of solution
quality. The Switch algorithms end up being quite similar to
DSA, but also exhibit a good start.
The fact that RDSA reaches a lower quality solution motivated our evaluation of the Dynamic RDSA, because the
switching to the DSA strategy could help escape the local
target function minimum when an agent has a choice between multiple actions leading to the same maximum utility. However, the Dynamic RDSA had both lower solution
quality and lower number of vertices in local minima.
For the heterogeneous algorithms evaluation we took the
DSA, RDSA and Dynamic RDSA with the degrees of parallelism that enabled the best performance and ran combinations of two in different proportions. In Figure 4 we observe
how the heterogeneours versions do indeed vary between the
two algorithms that compose them.

As we have already seen, RDSA encounters problems when
a vertex receives conflicting ”instructions” or when two conflicting vertices are supported by the same area.
So far, we made a comparison between the aggregates
of 50 different problems, but a method that would permit
a more generalized view upon the performance of the algorithms would be to compare the algorithms for each problem
and to use statistical tests to determine the significance of
potential improvements. In addition, we would like to evaluate on more problems of different sizes and to test whether
the algorithms scale to much larger problems and to observe
if they change their behaviour.
We observed promising behaviour in the switching strategies we explored, and a next target should be the investigation of other switching strategies. Furthermore, so far,
the threshold iteration step was given in advance, but dynamic and automatic method of determining when switching the behaviour would be beneficial for an agent would be
a major improvement. It would also be desirable to extend
other local iterative approximate best-response algorithms
with ranked versions.

Conclusions
DCOPs are ubiquitous in real-world applications that involve managing and optimizing resource allocation, and
speed of convergence is of utmost importance in some scenarios. We believe that our findings show the promising effects of graph processing inspired modifications of classical algorithms and the possible benefits that may emerge by
combining different algorithms into a heterogeneous system.
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